
Upgrade of CCTV across Housing and Corporate sites inclusive of 8 Town Centre systems to be  
integrated into one Control Room.  

The London Borough of Hillingdon is the second largest London Borough  covering 45 square miles with a CCTV 

control room based at the councils Civic Centre.  The Borough of Hillingdon is a mosaic of Countryside including 

canals, rivers and woodland. As the home of Heathrow Airport it is also London’s foremost gateway to the world.  

The Challenge  

The London Borough of Hillingdon  where experiencing many operational issues with their existing town centre 

CCTV systems and their Housing  Estates and Corporate buildings such as Libraries and green spaces where in 

need of full upgrades to bring systems inline with GDPR, To record in High Definition and to increase record    

duration. The existing control room and infrastructure was 15—20 Years old and was in need of a major          

modernisation.  

The Solution  

As DSSL Group had provided such a high quality level of service in their current contract.                                   

DSSL Group Management where approached by Hillingdon council to put together a project plan and design a 

system that will offer the council HD Images throughout the Borough and to integrate all standalone and town   

centre systems back to a modernised Control Room.   

DSSL Group upgraded the London Borough of Hillingdon's Control room utilising Intech Solutions for their control 

room furniture expertise.  The Control Room consists of 13x 43” and 12x 22” public display monitors.  

 

 

£1.65 million Investment sees 

major upgrade to the borough’s 

CCTV. 



Utilising existing Fibre where required and designing a secure licensed Radio solution consisting of 110 Radios 

spread across 25 square miles. DSSL Group have enabled the Council to save up to £50k Annually on rental charges 

for existing analogue fibre connections.  

This very large project was initiated as an emergency due to breakdowns on the systems already in place. That said 

from the  initial Design to completion of 850 Cameras back to the control room, took  four Teams of highly skilled  

DSSL engineers 5 Months in total.  

DSSL group specified and installed Dahua CCTV Systems into the  standalone sites. DSSL Group being a Dahua 

Partner have utilised their latest technology to provide affordable HD & 4K Images to the sites throughout Hillingdon.  

This has provided a cost effective upgrade to the client with over 3 Years warranty on all  equipment installed by 

DSSL Group. All standalone sites are viewable in the Control Room thanks to the DSSL Group supplied Wireless   

Network utilising Comnet switches to secure that network.  

The Town Centre Upgrades where specified to a very high standard and with the nature of the installation DSSL 

Group chose the Invictus PTZ from 360 Vision. This is a British manufactured ruggedized PTZ that produces a night 

image that’s is second to none in the current CCTV market. In all,  DSSL Group have installed 110x Invictus PTZ’s 

across the borough and already they have been utilised for court convictions and they have proven to be a great a  

assistance when tackling knife and drug crime throughout the borough.  

Genetec Security Centre was specified and installed by DSSL Group. The Security Centre  platform offers  a very 

high level of quality and user friendly solution to the Operator with features that are already proven to assist end users 

such as operators and the Met Police when carrying out operations.  The system also allows for the addition of ANPR 

Cameras and the integration of Estate and corporate Door Entry Systems.  

This Solution has developed from an emergency upgrade to a flagship London Borough CCTV System. DSSL Group 

are now providing a 24/7 service of the entire system with a 2 Hour response time out of hours and a 1 hour response 

time within working hours, all included in the DSSL warranty.  

DSSL Group are a family run business with 30 staff members that are highly skilled and driven to make a difference. 

All works are completed with our clients best interest in mind and we are proud of our business ethics.  

At DSSL Group we value our working relationship with our clients and put our level of customer care before anything 

else. 
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